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Currently affiliation of ship in domestic shipping industry is quite common; 
however, laws and regulations governing affiliation of ship are far from being enough. 
Lots of contracts are often concluded in the course the affiliation business 
mode.   The most prominent and common disputes are intensively presented in issues 
as to how to share the liabilities for breach of such contracts between the affiliation 
applicant and the acceptor. Based on judicial and shipping practices, the paper made 
an in-depth analysis of this issue, points out the weaknesses of currently prevailing 
doctrines, and presented “theories on categorization-based treatment of contract”. 
Except the introductions and conclusions, the paper is composed of three 
chapters:  
Chapter 1 Overviews on Affiliation of Ship. Section 1 of this chapter introduces 
affiliation of ship defined by the theoretical and judicial world. Besides, it points out 
what needs to be improved, and redefines affiliation of ship according to the actual 
situation of shipping industry. Section 2 defines affiliation of ship to be “collaborative 
joint operation” from the legal perspective. Section 3 analyzes risks of affiliation-
based shipping business from three perspectives. 
Chapter 2 Dilemma and Solutions to Liabilities among Different Theories. Three 
existing prevailing opinions on sharing of liabilities for breach of affiliation-based 
external contracts, namely unilateral liability theories, supplementary liability theories 
and absolute joint liability theories, between both parties are introduced in Section 1, 
2 and 3 respectively. It points out the theoretical defects and the dilemmas in practices 
where interests among the shipping affiliation applicant, the acceptor and the creditor 
are hard to be balanced. Section 4 presents the solutions to this issue -“theories on 
categorization-based treatmentofcontract”.  
Chapter 3 Shipping Affiliation Accountability under the Categorization-based 













external shipping contracts between the two shipping affiliation parties and legal basis. 
Section 2 discusses issues on identifying the employer the relevant of seamen 
working on ships under affiliation, and treats the shipping affiliation applicant to be 
the employer. On this basis, it elaborates on ways to share liabilities for breach of 
external contracts between the two shipping affiliation parties and relevant legal basis. 
Section 3 expounds ways to share liabilities for breach of external contracts between 
the two parties under other contracts and relevant legal basis.    
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